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A world of anthropomorphic; creatures of both human and animal; some more than other. With a classic
twist of an old tale of "Alice in Wonderland" and others.
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0 - Prologue/Introduction
(Welcome to Anthro's World -Wonderland-)
Welcome invited guest to this world of Nyght. I am Gloria T. Fantasma. I have
many aliases, some tend to call me the 'wonderlandish girl' and others the
'fantasma-tic' or 'phantom girl', but most of all the 'white rabbit' of the
'unknown' and 'untamed' or 'uncharted' world of Anthro.
In this world of wonderland, I am the mischievous white rabbit. Heh! ^_^
Yeah, that's right! I am the Queen's MOST loyal white hare, but may I say in
your world I am NOT of such; I am just a normal girl with long brown hair and
blue eyes.
When I am not acting
Anthro. I of course,
tail to match. After
you all to my world,

as an ordinary girl; I come here! Into the world of
become a bunny girl with floppy white ears and a cotton
all, this is the world of Wonderland -Anthro-! I welcome
and I'll try and do my best.

__
\\ //
(0.-) (Bunny Logo)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Characters` Profile #1
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
[Notes: "?" means "Unknown" or "N/A". With each profile -- it'll change after
profiles #1-4, then begin again with #1. It'll go through #1-5 again ending
with 1-4 extra profiles. Okay, they're 3 sets/types of porfolios: the #1
through the first set of 4 are called; "Characters` Profile". The next set
are called; "Non-/Mini-Profile" and the last set are called; "Extra
Profiles", and each one will appear in every new chapter 1 at a time. That
makes 12 chapters and 1 profile each/whole.]
Name: Gloria Tisdale Fantasma (Guroria Chisudere Pantasuma)
Aliases: White Rabbit (Shiroi Usagi)
- ('wonderlandish' / 'fantasma-tic'or 'phantom girl')
Age: ? (appears 18)
Race: Human/Rabbit
Hair: Brown
Eyes: Blue

Role: Main Character -heroineAttire#1: Bright Red Clothes
Attire#2: Black Vest, White T-shirt (with a pretty pink rose)
Decription: "Gloria is 'the welcoming host' for the story's narrations. She
welcomes "our"; the guest by introducing herself and the story of where it
stands. In other words, she'll tell the reader; the guest what has already
happened and also give a preview of what's to happen next in each and evey
new chapter to come. "'-Remember- She is the main character, but the story
doesn't start without you.'"

1 - Down the Portal Gloria: "Hi, everyone and welcome back invited guest, to those who've read
prologue and haven't, this is the nyght of Wonderland, Anthro. I am Gloria T.
Fantasma, and what has already happen is..: An introduction about me, my
world of wonderland and your world. Today's preview is.. 'Down the Portal' of
the Rabbit's Hole; here we'll meet Alice and her adventures in Wonderland.
Let's begin!"
"Alice! Alice! Where are you?" Darik was calling. The both of them were best
friends ever since childhood and their friendship grew ever stronger,
afterwards. Today, Alice and Darik were playing hide and go seek. That is
until, Alice fell down the portal of the rabbit's hole during the game.
"Aaaagggghhhh! Daaarrriiikkk!" Alice cried falling downwards with her eyes
closed because of fear.
--Unfinished Chapter-- (I'll be back with more soon.. promise!) ^_-

2 - Crossover's Pathway
Not Ready..

3 - Skip Along the Bunny Trail
Not Ready..

4 - What a Crazy Tale
Not Ready..

5 - The Queen of Hearts and the Ending Dream
Not Ready..

6 - Into the Mirror..
(Welcome to the Viewing Glass)
Not Ready..

7 - Walking a Pathway
Not Ready..

8 - Queen of Red and White
Not Ready..

9 - Cheshire Cat's Smile
Not Ready..

10 - Hatta or Mad Hatter?
Not Ready..

11 - Final Dream Sequance
Not Ready..

12 - The Rabbit's Epilogue
Not Ready..

13 - Preface: Skiped Formalities
(Welcome to Royal Heir -Corridor Escape-)
Not Ready..
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